
1972 Citroen DS  thanks to:http://www.carcare.ie/forum/showthread.php?t=202

Here's the weekend project I previously mentioned. I spent about 16 hours on the paintwork and 
stainless steel detail.

As the Bishop said to the Actress, make yourself comfortable coz this is going to be a long one!!

Here's the process:
3 stage paint neutralizing wash with tar removal and clay cleansing treatment.
Wheels, tyres & Hubcaps cleaned.
Paint polished.
Sealed,
Waxed,
LSP'd
Stainless Steel Hubcaps Polished
Stainless Steel trim polished.

Sounds simple? Yeah, right!!

Here's the car on Saturday morning in my driveway. Looks decent enough & must have been waxed 
recently enough due to the strong beading.

Plenty of scratches along the left side lower panels. I sanded a lot of these out, but they were too 
deep to be completely removed. 



The sun, long absent all morning, started to show its face and reveal the extent of the swirls on the 
paintwork. 



To begin the washing, I needed to get the hubcaps off... and that meant raising it up on its 
suspension. Why can't all cars be like this!!!! Makes it so much easier to work on the lower parts of 
the panels.

 First wash is an Alkaline Neutraliser which removes traffic film, old wax, etc, leaving the paint 
fresh and smooth. 



Strong enough to clean the grime out of the petrol cap area and all the wheels as well. 

The next stage is an Acid neutraliser wash. This is a fairly viscous liquid and ideal as a lube for clay. 
It also cleans away any metallic particles that get into the paintwork like raildust. 



Here's the paint after the final rinse. Not a bead in sight, washed smooth and ready for drying. 



Here's the paint. I have actually dried this with a Micro-Fibre towel. It has water mark damage and 
a lot of oxidation. 

So out with my weapons of choice: Menzerna PO85RD3 on a 3M black polishing pad.
First few passes revealed a huge difference: 



Unfortunately, correcting the swirls shows all the scratches... so out with the sand paper! 

Using Menz IP alone wasn't quite getting where I wanted to be with the swirls, so I tried something 
new. I mixed it with 3M Fast Cut Plus in the Finesse It III range. This made a much better impact, 
especially now that I had to remove the sand marks as well. However, I needed to keep working the 
polish so I added a small amount of Gloss-It Pad Prime and a spray of water so that the polish could 
be well broken down. 



I mixed it in at speed 900 then moved up to 1500 RPM until the polish was done. Then I added a 
bead of IP and worked that in at speed 900 until that broke back down. 

But of course this revealed all the scratches clearly!! ENTER THE SANDMAN!!  



Work continued using PO85RD and a 3M blue pad to jewel the paint up nicely. 

Anyway, it was close to 8pm and time to leave it for the night. The following morning was damp, so 
nothing to be done on the car for a while. I took the Hub Caps indoors and polished them with a 3M 
small compounding pad and again, Menz IP.



Then outside to start with the paint sealant. I used Automotive International's Paint Sealant (same 
co. that do my clay and 3-stage wash)
This is a really shiny long-life protectant. Its best applied by hand and buffed off with a DA, so out 
with my trusty Porter Cable and the friggin' transformer!! 

Next, I polished the bumpers and trim.he steel trim took a bit of work with autosol as well. I've had 
easier things to polish!!  Turned the polisher up to 1900RPM. 



With the steel done, its time for the second last step on the paint!!
Swissvax Mystery. Every time I open the jar, I have to smell it!! Vanilla-Coffee!!

Copious amounts for good even application! 



To create a good bond with over the sealant, I also removed the haze of the Mystery with the PC 
and a soft blue pad. Worked a treat and came up like a mirror.
Glass was cleaned next with this stuff. Got it for €3.99 in Home Stores and its a great alcohol glass 
cleaner.

The last step on the paint came about as a result of a "What if" thought... I couldn't resist it and got 
my bottle of Gloss-It Concorso Gloss. Applied by hand and again removed with the PC & soft pad 
again. 


